GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–3

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will make progress toward the goal of fluently adding and
subtracting numbers between 1 and 10. We will learn how to break apart a total into two parts, or
addends. For example, 9 can be broken apart into 5 and 4, since 5 + 4 = 9. Students will begin to
understand that a number can be broken apart in multiple ways.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the
following:
■■

■■

■■

Quickly spot a group of five within a larger group of items, and
then count on from five to find the total number of items.
Show different ways to break apart a total and draw a
matching number bond.
Say what the total is when adding one more to a number; for
example, “One more than 7 is 8.”

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 1)

Draw a number bond for the number 8 that has 5 as one part.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–3

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Invite your child to show you how to count the Math Way (counting from left to right starting
with the pinky of the left hand).
Play “Math Way” Fingers Flash: Partner A quickly flashes a number
(from 1 to 10) the Math Way with his fingers, and then hides them
behind his back. Partner B says the number she saw. For a challenge,
Partner B tells how many more Partner A needs to make ten.
Play “Penny Parts”: Invite your child to organize a group of 6–10
pennies into two groups, placing five pennies in one group. Then ask your child to draw a
number bond that shows how the pennies are grouped. For example, if the total is 8 pennies,
then the parts are 5 and 3. For an added challenge, separate the pennies two different ways with
the same total, and draw a number bond to match each way; for example, 5 and 3, and 4 and 4.

MODELS

Number Bond: A model that shows the relationship between a number (whole) and its parts.
(whole)

(part) (part)
Counting On: To count up from one addend, or number, to the total. For example, in 6 +
we can start at 6 and “count on” two more to reach the total of 8.

= 8,

Addend: A number that is added to another number(s); for example, in 3 + 4 = 7, 3 and 4 are
addends.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 4–8

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will be learning how to show all the number pairs or
partners “inside” the numbers 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 (e.g., 7: 6 and 1, 5 and 2, 4 and 3). Students will use
number bonds and addition expressions to model how two parts make a total. They will count on
from the first addend, or part, to find the total.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■

■■

■■

■■

Make number bond flashcards.
Fill in the missing number in a number bond. Then write an addition number sentence for the
number bond; for example, 4 + 3 = 7.
Use an expression to write a number bond that makes 8, and draw a matching picture of 8 items
arranged in two parts.
Write expressions and number bonds to show all the different ways to make 9 from two parts.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 7)

Circle 7. How many more does 7 need to make 9?

7+2
2+7

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 4–8

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Ask your child to count from 10 to 20 and back, first the regular way, then the Say Ten way, as
shown below:
Regular way: 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14… (If your child is struggling, consider using a Rekenrek or
another abacus for support.)
Say Ten way: 8, 9, 10, ten 1, ten 2, ten 3, ten 4…
Invite your child to use toys (such as building blocks), cereal pieces, or pennies to show the
parts of a number that make a total. For example, 6 red cubes and 3 blue cubes make 9 cubes.
Challenge your child to draw a number bond to match each combination.
Target Practice: Partner A picks a target number from 7 to 9. Partner B rolls a die, looks at the
number, and tells how many more to make the target number. For example, if the target number
is 7, and Partner B rolls a 3, then the answer is 4.

TERMS

Expression: A statement with numbers and symbols (such as + and –) that represents a single
value and has no equal sign (=); for example, 2 + 1 or 5 – 3.
Number pairs or partners: Pairs of numbers that add up to a given number; for example, 3 and 5
are a pair or partners that make 8.
Number sentence: A statement with numbers and symbols (such as + and –) that can be true or
false; for example, 2 + 1 = 3.
Rekenrek: A Slavonic abacus with rows of 10 beads. Each row has a group
of 5 red and 5 white beads. The color groupings help students form mental
images of numbers.

Say Ten counting: An East Asian method of counting that reinforces place value understanding
by asking students to break two-digit numbers into tens and ones. In Grade 1, Say Ten counting
extends to three-digit numbers up to 120.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 9–13

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will be learning how to solve various word problems in
which there is a change to either the whole or a part. Students will learn to solve problems using a
drawing, a number bond, and a number sentence. Students will continue to use 5-group cards to
help them count on to solve problems.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■
Draw a picture to match a math story.
■■

Write a number sentence to tell a math story. Then, write a number bond to match the sentence
and story.

■■

Use 5-group cards to count on to find the missing part, or unknown, in a number sentence.

■■

Match the number sentence to the math story. Draw a picture or use 5-group cards to solve.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 13)

Use the number sentence to draw a picture, and fill in the number bond to match.
5+3=8

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 9–13

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Play “Mystery Number”! Create a math story with an unknown part for your child to solve.
For example, “Nine bears were playing tag at noon. Before noon, only six bears were playing.
How many bears joined in at noon?” Encourage your child to draw a picture and/or a number
bond to illustrate what is happening in the story and to help find the unknown number; for
example, 6 +
= 9.
Play “Ten and Tuck”! Ask your child to show 10 fingers. Instruct him to tuck 3 (bending down
the pinky, ring finger, and middle finger of the right hand). Ask your child how many fingers are
up (7) and how many are tucked (3). Then, invite him to say the matching number sentence aloud
in three ways: first, beginning with the larger part (7 + 3 = 10); then, beginning with the smaller
part (3 + 7 = 10); and finally, beginning with the whole, or total (10 = 3 + 7 or 10 = 7 + 3).
Be a math storyteller! With your child, create number sentence cards with basic addition facts
up to 10, such as 3 + 5 = 8, 6 = 2 + 4, and so on. Then play a math story game. Partner A picks
a number sentence card and tells a story to match it. Partner B draws a math picture to show
what is happening in the story and solves the problem. For an extra challenge, cover either the
total or the second addend of the number sentence with a sticky note before creating the story
and solving the problem.

TERMS

5-group cards: An image with up to 2 rows of 5 dots.
Students learn many ways to break apart numbers to
10 into smaller numbers. With 5-group cards, special
attention is drawn to 5 in numbers 6–10.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support

numerals
5-groups
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 14–16

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will continue to count on when adding. Students will be
taught two specific strategies, or shortcuts, to help them count on efficiently. They may use their
5-group cards and tap to count on, or use their fingers to count on from a given number.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■

■■

■■

Count on to add.
Use 5-group cards or fingers to count on to solve addition problems. Show which shortcut
(cards or fingers) was used to add.
Use simple math drawings, and “draw more” to solve; for example, “Draw two more items to
solve 4 + ? = 6.”

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 15)

Use your 5-group cards or your fingers to count on to solve.
5+3= 8
Show which shortcut you used to add. (e.g, “Five, 6, 7, 8. I touch the number on each card as I
count!”)

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 14–16

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Play “Slam Partners to 6!”: Use playing cards or homemade cards with numbers from 0–6. Ask
your child to arrange the cards in order from 0 to 6, and place them in front of her on the table or
floor. Shout out a number from 0–6 and encourage your child to “slam” (or tap) the partner card
your number needs to make 6. For example, if you say “five,” your child should slam the 1 card.
Invite your child to shout, for example, “five and one make six” as he “slams” the appropriate
partner card. Continue playing until all possible partners to 6 have been found. When your child
shows a strong understanding of partners to 6, increase the total to 7, and eventually to 8, 9, and
10.
Play “Count On Cheers”: Say a number aloud; for example, five. Invite your child to repeat
the number while touching his head, then counting on 2 as he raises his hands in the air, one
at a time. Alternately, your child might count on with shadow-boxing punches or other arm
motions. Extend the game by challenging your child to count on by different numbers.

Play “Missing Part to Make 10”: Use 5-group cards or homemade cards numbered 1–10. Partner
A places a card against her forehead, without looking at the number on the card. Partner B tells
how many more are needed to make 10. Then, Partner A guesses the number on the card. Take
turns playing each role. If needed, remind your child to use fingers to help with counting on.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC E | LESSONS 17–20

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will continue to learn about the equal sign, expanding our
knowledge by using the equal sign to write true number sentences; for example, 4 + 3 = 3 + 4.
When added together, the two numbers make the same total, regardless of their order. Students
will learn to add efficiently by starting with the larger addend, and then counting on: “I can count
on 2 from 7 when I solve 2 + 7.”
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■

Write an expression that matches the groups. If different groups have the same amount, write
an equal sign between the expressions (see Sample Problem).

■■

Circle the true number sentences, and rewrite the false sentences to make them true.

■■

Find the missing part to make each number sentence true.

■■

Color the larger part, and complete the number bond.
Write the number sentence, starting with the larger part
(e.g., 6 + 2 = 8).

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 17)

Write the expression under each plate. Add the equal sign to show they are the same amount.

3+4

=

4+3

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC E | LESSONS 17–20

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Play “Red Light/Green Light”: When you say, “green light,” your child begins running in place
and counting aloud by tens, starting at zero. When your child reaches 100, say, “red light.” Your
child stops counting and freezes. When you say, “green light,” your child begins running in place
again, this time counting backwards from 100 by tens until reaching 0. Continue counting, and
say, “red light,” at various places. Change the counting direction each time you stop.
Play “Make it Equal”: Show your child a group of objects organized into two parts, such as a
group of five pennies with two showing heads and three showing tails. Invite your child to write
an expression that shows how many pennies there are (2 + 3). Rearrange the group of pennies,
with four showing heads and one showing tails, and ask your child to write the expression
(4 + 1). Talk about how the two expressions your child wrote are the same and how they are
different. Continue the activity with groups of 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 pennies, arranging each group
into two parts of various amounts.
Practice 5-group addition. (This can be done with dominoes, dice, or playing cards instead
of 5-group cards.) Hold up a 5-group card, and ask your child to identify the quantity; for
example, 3. Then hold up a second 5-group card, and ask your child to identify that quantity;
for example, 4. Hold the cards side by side, and ask a series of addition questions; for example,
“What is the total? (7). What is the number sentence, starting with the bigger part? (4 + 3 = 7)
What is the number sentence, starting with the smaller part?” (3 + 4 = 7) Continue with various
number combinations.

TERMS

5-group: A math drawing with up to 2 rows of 5 dots. Five-groups draw special attention to the 5 in
numbers 6–10.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC F | LESSONS 21–24

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will be learning strategies to help us fluently solve
addition problems up to 10. We will learn how to use the addition chart to explore patterns and
make connections between addition facts.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to:
■■

■■

■■

Recognize facts about doubles (3 + 3 = 6) and doubles plus 1 (3 + 4 = 7).
Use the addition chart to see how adding the same number to several numbers in order affects
the total. For example, when we use 2 as the addend (3 + 2 = 5, 4 + 2 = 6, 5 + 2 = 7, and so on),
the totals increase by 1. Each total is one more than the previous total.
Use the addition chart to find problems with the same total, such as 6 + 2 = 8, 5 + 3 = 8, and
4 + 4 = 8. Notice the patterns on the chart!

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 21)

Solve the number sentence. Write the doubles fact that helped you solve the doubles plus 1.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC F | LESSONS 21–24

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Encourage your child to use fingers to help visualize doubles facts. For example, to solve 3 + 3, have
your child wiggle both pinky fingers and say, “two,” then wiggle both pinkies and both ring fingers
and say, “four,” and finally wiggle the pinky, ring, and middle finger on each hand and say, “six.”

Make simple 5-group cards at home. Flash two cards at the same time. Ask your child to tell,
without counting each dot separately, how many dots there are. Ask, “How do you know?”
Play “Missing Part”: Use 5-group cards or homemade numeral cards from 0–10. Partner A
places a card against her forehead without looking at the number on the card. Partner B tells
how many more to make 10. Then, Partner A guesses the number on the card. Take turns
playing each role. If needed, remind your child to use fingers to count on.

TERMS

Addition chart: A chart that helps students to identify patterns when adding and subtracting
numbers 1–10.
Doubles: A number added to itself; for example, 3 + 3 or 4 + 4.
Doubles plus 1: A number added to itself plus one; for example, 3 + 4 or 4 + 5.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC G | LESSONS 25–27

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will explore the meaning of subtraction as it relates to
addition. Students will be taught to solve a subtraction problem efficiently by either counting on or
counting back on the number path. For example, to solve 9 – 8 it may be more efficient to think
8 + ? = 9 and count on from 8 than it is to count back from 9.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■

■■

■■

Read a math story, then break the total into parts. Write a number bond with addition and
subtraction number sentences to match the story.
Use the number path to solve a subtraction number sentence. Identify the addition sentence
that can help you.
Use the number path to complete the number bond, and write an addition and a subtraction
sentence to match the number bond.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 27)

Rewrite the subtraction number sentence as an addition number sentence. Use the number path if
you want to.

8 – 5 = 3   5 + 3 = 8
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC G | LESSONS 25–27

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

Play “X-Ray Vision”: Place nine counters (e.g., pennies or beans) on the floor or table next to an
opaque container. Ask your child to close his eyes while you place one counter in the container.
Tell your child to open his eyes. Ask, “Can you use your x-ray vision to tell how many counters
are inside the container? Now say the number sentence that combines the counters inside and
outside the container.” For example, “One plus eight equals nine!” Continue the game, placing
counters in the container in random order (e.g., 3, 5, 2, 6, 4), until you have shown all the
partners to 9.
Play “Number Bond Roll”: Use a pair of dice as parts of a number bond. Each partner rolls one
die. Then each writes a number bond, addition sentence, and subtraction sentence for the two
parts shown on the dice. For example, if Partner A rolls a 2 and Partner B rolls a 3, their number
bonds would show 2 and 3 making 5, and their number sentences might be 2 + 3 = 5 and 5 – 3 =
2. When both partners have completed their number bonds and number sentences, they check
each other’s work.

TERMS

Count back: To count backward, starting at the total, the number being subtracted from the total.
For example, in 8 – 6 = ___, we can start at 8 and “count back” 6 to reach the unknown part (2).
Students can also count back to the known part (6) and keep track of how much they counted back
(2) to identify the missing part.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC H | LESSONS 28–32

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will connect subtraction to addition using various types of
story problems. Students will be taught to make simple math drawings, such as circles, and number
sentences to represent the problem and solution. They will draw number bonds to model the parts
and whole in each problem.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
■■

■■

■■

Read the story problem. Make a math drawing to solve the problem.
Make a math drawing. Circle the known part and cross out the unknown part. Complete the
number sentences and number bond to solve.
Use simple math drawings to show how to solve a problem with addition and subtraction. Label
the number bond.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 32)

Solve. Use simple math drawings to show how to solve with addition and subtraction. Label the
number bond.
There are 8 apples. Six apples are red. The rest are green. How many apples are green?

2 + 6 =8

8– 6 = 2
2 apples are green

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC H | LESSONS 28–32

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

■■

■■

■■

Play “Beep Counting”: Say a sequence of three numbers, replacing one number with the word
beep (e.g., “5, 6, beep”). When you finish the sequence, your child says the missing number (7).
Start simple and move on to more complex counting, including forward and backward counting
sequences. You might use the following sequences: 5, 6, beep; 17, 18, beep; 28, 29, beep; 2, 1,
beep; 42, 41, beep; 62, 61, beep; 8, beep, 10; 58, beep, 60; beep, 55, 56; beep, 71, 72; 88, 87, beep;
91, beep, 89; 99, beep, 101; and 109, beep, 111.
Play “Penny Drop”: Place six pennies in a clean, empty can, and tell your child that six pennies
are in the can. Then ask your child to close her eyes and listen as you drop four more pennies in
the can, one at a time. Ask your child to open her eyes and tell you how many pennies are now
in the can. Challenge your child to provide one addition equation equal to the total number of
pennies in the can (e.g., 6 + 4 = 10). Then ask for a related subtraction equation (e.g.,10 - 4 = 6).
Play again until all the partners to 10 (1 and 9, 2 and 8, and so on) have been expressed.
Practice “Say Ten counting”: Invite your child to count up and down between zero and 40
the Say Ten way. If he is proficient up to 40, start at 40 and quickly go up to 80. For an added
challenge, have your child alternate between regular and Say Ten counting; i.e., ten 1, 12, ten 3,
14, ten 5, 16, and so on. If your child is struggling, consider using a Rekenrek or another abacus
for additional support.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC I | LESSONS 33–37

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will learn, use, and discuss strategies for fluent subtraction
up to 10. We will learn methods that involve subtracting 0 and 1, subtracting the whole number
(e.g., 5 – 5 = 0), and subtracting one less than the whole number (e.g., 5 – 4 = 1). We will also
continue to use familiar 5-groups and partners to 10.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Draw, use, or visualize 5-group drawings to model and solve subtraction sentences. (See image.)

▪▪ Write subtraction number sentences to match 5-group drawings.
▪▪ Use doubles (e.g., 8 – 4 = 4) and 5-groups (e.g., 8 – 5 = 3) to solve subtraction problems.
▪▪ Complete number bonds, subtraction number sentences, and related subtraction sentences.
For example, 9 – 5 = 4 and 9 – 4 = 5 are related subtraction sentences.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 37)

Subtract. Then write the related subtraction sentence. Make a math drawing if needed, and
complete a number bond.
9–6=3
9–3=6

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC I | LESSONS 33–37

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ When practicing subtraction facts, encourage your child to focus on the strategies used to solve.
Did your child count on, count back, use a doubles fact, or use another strategy?
▪▪ Play 5-Group Flash. Flash a homemade 5-group card for a few seconds. Ask, “What number did
you see?” (e.g., 3). Flash the card a second time. Ask, “What is the partner to 10?” (7)
▪▪ Play One Less or Two Less. Challenge your child to say one less or two less than a given number.
For example, you say, “15; one less,” and your child responds, “14.” For an easier version of the
game, alternate between “one less” and “two less” regularly. For a more challenging version,
alternate between “one less” and “two less” at random intervals.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC J | LESSONS 38–39

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will explore the addition chart and look for patterns.
We will learn to use the addition chart to solve subtraction problems and find related number
sentences.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Use the addition chart to create and solve related subtraction problems.
▪▪ Make subtraction flash cards and number bond cards to play a memory game.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 38)

On your addition chart, shade an addition fact yellow. Then write a related subtraction sentence
and its number bond.

8–2=6
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 1 | TOPIC J | LESSONS 38–39

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Play What’s the Difference? Partners place a deck of playing cards between them, facedown.
Each partner flips over two cards and subtracts the smaller number from the larger number.
The partner with the smallest difference keeps all four cards played in that round. The player
with the most cards at the end of the game wins. (NOTE: Face cards are equivalent to 10, or you
can remove them from the deck before playing. Aces are equivalent to 1.)
▪▪ Play a memory game by matching related addition facts with the subtraction cards made for
your child’s homework.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–11

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next two weeks, our math class will learn about addition up to 20. We will learn how to
use the make ten strategy to solve addition problems with addends of 7, 8, and 9.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Use the RDW process to solve word problems with three numbers (addends), two of which
make ten. For example, two addends make ten in the problem 1 + 9 + 5 = 10 + 5 = 15.
▪▪ Change the order of addends in an addition problem to make ten. For example, consider the
problem 1 + 5 + 9 = 9 + 1 + 5 = 10 + 5 = 15.
▪▪ Solve addition problems by using the make ten strategy. (See Sample Problem.)
▪▪ Determine whether it is more efficient to use counting on or the make ten strategy to solve an
addition problem.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 4)

Solve. Complete the math drawing by using the ten-frame to show how you made ten to solve.
8 + 2 = 10
10 + 5 = 15

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Play Take Out 1: Say a number up to 10 (e.g., 6). Invite your child to write a number bond
quickly, using 1 as a part (1 and 5). Once your child is confident taking out 1, move on to taking
out 2 or 3.
▪▪ Help your child to practice counting the Say Ten way and the regular way. Invite her to count
from 10 to 20, alternating between the regular way and the Say Ten way (e.g., 10, ten 1, 12, ten
3, 14, ten 5). If time permits, try counting back, too. If your child is still building fluency with
counting within the teen sequence (11–19), ask her to count first the regular way and then the
Say Ten way without alternating.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–11

TERMS

Addend: A number that is added to one or more numbers. For example, in 3 + 4 = 7, 3 and 4 are
addends.
Count on: To count up from one addend, or number, to the total. For example, in 6 + ___ = 8, we can
start at 6 and “count on” two more to reach the total of 8.
Make ten: A strategy that involves breaking apart the smaller number before adding to make a
unit of ten. For example, 9 + 4 can be thought of as 9 + 1 + 3. From
there, we can make the simpler problem, 10 + 3.
RDW process: A three-step process used in solving word
problems. RDW stands for Read, Draw, Write: Read the problem for
understanding; Draw a picture to help make sense of the problem;
Write an equation and a statement of the answer.
MODELS

5-Group Formations: 5-groups (e.g., 5-group cards, 5-group rows, 5-group columns) draw special
attention to the 5 in numbers 6 through 10.

5-Group Cards

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support

5-Group Row

5-Group Column
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 12–21

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next two weeks, our math class will learn about subtraction up to 20. We will learn the take from
ten strategy, initially using it to subtract 9 from teen numbers (11–19). Then we will move on to using the take
from ten and counting on strategies to subtract 7, 8, and 9 from teen numbers.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪

Solve word problems involving subtraction of 9 from 10 ones to make a simpler problem.

▪▪

Use 5-group formations (rows) and number bonds to model subtracting 7, 8, and 9 from teen numbers.

▪▪

Use the take from ten and counting on strategies to subtract from teen numbers, and relate the strategies
to making ten.

▪▪

Solve subtraction word problems by using math drawings and the above-mentioned strategies.

▪▪

Decide which subtraction strategy is best for a given problem, and critique peers’ solutions.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 19)

Complete the subtraction sentence by using the take from ten and counting on strategies.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 12–21

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪

Practice identifying teen numbers as ten and some ones. For example, you say a teen number such as 16.
Your child says, “10 and 6.”

▪▪

Play a game to practice making ten. Use the 7, 8, and 9 cards from a deck of cards. Partner A flips over a card
(e.g., 7). The first player to call out the amount needed to make ten keeps the card. The player who has the
most cards after all are flipped wins the round. The winning player gets to shuffle and flip the cards in the
next round. Take turns with your child being Partner A.

▪▪

Play another game with the 7, 8, and 9 cards from a deck of cards. You call out a teen number (e.g., 13) and
then turn over a card (e.g., 7). Your child then says the number sentences that add up to 13, first by making
ten and then by adding on the ones (7 + 3 = 10; 10 + 3 = 13). Switch roles after every turn, and call out a
different teen number each time.

TERMS
Ones: Individual units; 10 ones = 1 ten.
Take from ten strategy: A strategy that involves breaking apart the larger number before subtracting from a
unit of ten. For example, 16 – 9 can be thought of as 6 + 10 – 9. We can then continue with making the simpler
problem, 6 + 1.

MODELS
Number Path: A visual counting tool that, in Grade 1, supports students in counting on or counting back to
solve a problem. (See sample problem.)

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 22–25

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will learn to solve a variety of word problems. Students will
also work to understand the equal sign and solve equivalent expressions to make true number
sentences.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Solve word problems by using addition or subtraction strategies.
▪▪ Use the Read, Draw, Write (RDW) process to solve word problems.
▪▪ Determine whether two expressions (e.g., 3 + 4 and 6 + 2), when set equal to each other, make a
true number sentence. For example, is 3 + 4 = 6 + 2 true or false?
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 24)

Use the RDW process to solve the word problem: Read the problem. Draw and label. Write a
number sentence and a statement that matches the story.
Cameron gave some of his apples to his sister. He still had 9 apples left. If he started with 14 apples,
how many apples did he give to his sister?

Solving with addition:
9 + 5 = 14

Solving with subtraction:
14 − 5 = 9 Cameron gave 5 apples to his sister.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 22–25

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Play Make It Equal with your child. Write 9 + ___ = 8 + ___ . Have your child fill in the blanks
by using different numbers that make the sentence true. See how many different combinations
your child can make. Encourage your child to look for patterns.
▪▪ Guide your child to practice subtracting 7, 8, and 9 from teen numbers (11–19) by using the take
from ten strategy. For example, 13 – 7 can become 10 – 7 + 3.
▪▪ Write a false number sentence, such as 10 + 3 = 6 + 6. Challenge your child to make the number
sentence true by changing only one number.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 26–29

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, we will learn about the unit of 10. For the first time, we will learn about a
unit made from 10 ones and name it a ten. We will see that teen numbers are made of a ten and
some ones (e.g., 11 is 1 ten and 1 one; 12 is 1 ten and 2 ones). We will apply this new knowledge
when solving addition and subtraction problems.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Find and circle 10 items within a larger group of objects.
▪▪ Name 10 ones as 1 ten.
▪▪ Break apart teen numbers into a ten and some ones, using math drawings and number bonds.
▪▪ Make teen numbers by combining a ten and some ones, using math drawings and number
bonds.
▪▪ Solve problems by using the make ten and take from ten strategies.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 29)

Solve the problem. Write your solution in two steps.
Step 1: Write one number sentence to subtract from 10.
Step 2: Write one number sentence to add the remaining parts.
–8=7

10 – 8 = 2
2+5=7
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 2 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 26–29

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Practice adding across the ten with your child. Start by assigning each other a number from 4
to 10 (e.g., 5). Then, both of you write number sentences with 9, 8, or 7 as the other addend and
solve the sentences, for example, 5 + 9 = 14, 5 + 8 = 13, 5 + 7 = 12. Finally, check each other’s
work. Ask your child to check your strategy. Critiquing others’ strategies is an important part of
mastering a skill. Try to stump your child by making an error in your strategy for him to catch!
▪▪ Reinforce place value understanding by breaking apart a teen number (11–19). Call out a teen
number (e.g., 15). Your child breaks the number into a ten and some ones (1 ten 5 ones). In class,
we call this unit form.
▪▪ Practice subtracting 7, 8, and 9 from teen numbers by using the take from ten strategy. For
example, 13 – 7 can become 10 – 7 + 3, which equals 6.
TERMS

A ten: A group, or unit, made up of ten items. In the beginning of Grade 1, a ten is represented as a
5-group column.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–3

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next few days, our math class will learn
about comparing lengths. We will learn how to make
direct comparisons. For example, the crayon is shorter
than the paper. We will also learn how to make indirect
comparisons. For example, the rabbit is shorter than the
dog, and the dog is shorter than the cow, so the rabbit must
be shorter than the cow.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do
the following:
▪▪

Compare the lengths of objects by using the words shorter than, longer than, and the same length as.

▪▪

Order objects from shortest to longest.

▪▪

Make indirect comparisons by analyzing lengths. For example, if the scissors are longer than the crayon, and
the eraser is shorter than the crayon, which is the longest: the crayon, the scissors, or the eraser?

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 3)

a. Which is the shortest rectangle? Rectangle A
b. If Rectangle B is shorter than Rectangle C, which is the longest rectangle? Rectangle C
c. Order the rectangles from shortest to longest. A, B, C
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–3

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪

Reinforce place value understanding in preparation for Module 4. Practice saying numbers the Say Ten way.
Partner A says a number (e.g., 43) and Partner B says the number the Say Ten way (4 tens 3).

▪▪

Provide opportunities for your child to measure and compare lengths in the home. He can use a household
item (e.g., a string, an index card, a paper clip) as a measurement tool. Ask your child to use the words longer
than, shorter than, and the same length as to compare the measured objects (e.g., “My shoe is four paper clips
shorter than Ruthie’s shoe!”).

▪▪

If your child has difficulty tracing and counting the distance of the paths (see Lesson 3 Homework), guide
her to write numbers on the lines of the paths while counting.

TERMS
Endpoint: The point where something begins or ends.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 4–6

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will get an introduction to the idea of a length unit,
taking the concepts of longer than and shorter than to a new level of precision. We will lay
centimeter cubes end to end along the length of an object with no gaps or overlaps. Then we will
learn that the total number of cubes represents the length of that object in centimeters. Finally,
we will compare lengths by using statements such as, “The pencil measures 10 centimeters. The
crayon measures 6 centimeters. So the pencil is longer than the crayon.”
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Measure objects by using centimeter cubes, and then complete comparison statements about
the relative lengths of the objects.
▪▪ Measure objects by using centimeter cubes, and order the objects from shortest to longest.
▪▪ Use the RDW process to solve word problems about length.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 6)

Use the centimeter cubes that your teacher gave you to model each length, and answer the question.
Brie makes a cube train that is 5 centimeters longer than Arturo’s train. If Arturo’s train is
8 centimeters long, how long is Brie’s train?

8 + 5 = 13
Brie’s train is 13 centimeters long.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC B | LESSONS 4–6

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Help your child practice addition and subtraction up to 20. Starting at zero, partners take turns
rolling a die, adding the number on the die to the total, and stating the addition number sentence.
For example, Partner A rolls 6 and says, “0 + 6 = 6.” Partner B rolls 3 and says, “6 + 3 = 9.” Partners
continue until they get to 20, without going over. (If the total is 18, for example, partners take
turns rolling until someone rolls a 2.) Play a similar game with subtraction, starting at 20 and
subtracting each roll of the die until you reach zero.
▪▪ Ask your child to order objects in your home from shortest to longest or vice versa. For example,
your child might say, “The couch is longer than the coffee table. The coffee table is longer than
the chair. The order from shortest to longest is chair, coffee table, couch.”
▪▪ When solving word problems where the difference is unknown (e.g., “If Sam has 9 apples and
Maria has 12, how many more apples does Maria have than Sam?”), encourage your child to
share more than one solution strategy. She might think in terms of addition: “Nine plus which
mystery number gives me 12?” (3) Alternatively, she might think in terms of subtraction:
“When I take 9 away from 12, I get 3.”
TERMS

Centimeter: A metric unit of length. One inch is about as long as 2.5 centimeters.
Length unit: A unit that can be used to measure distance from end to end (e.g., centimeter, meter,
inch, foot).
RDW process: A three-step process used in solving word problems. RDW stands for Read, Draw,
Write: Read the problem for understanding; Draw a picture to help make sense of the problem;
Write an equation and a statement of the answer.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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G R A D E 1 | M O D U LE 3 | TO PI C C | LE S S O N S 7– 9

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will explore the importance of measuring with standard,
same-sized units. We will answer questions such as, “If Bailey uses paper clips and Maya uses
toothpicks and they both measure the same items in our classroom, will they be able to compare
their measurements?” Finally, we will solve word problems relating to length.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Measure objects twice by using two different length units.
▪▪ Measure objects in the home by using a chosen length unit, such as a paper clip, and then order
the objects from shortest to longest.
▪▪ Use the RDW process to solve word problems related to length by making a math drawing with
a centimeter cube. (See Sample Problem.)
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 9)

Use your centimeter cubes to model the problem. Then solve by drawing a picture of your model
and writing a number sentence and a statement.
Peyton is measuring a ribbon that is 14 centimeters long. If she has already put down 8 centimeter
cubes, how many more will she need to finish her measurement?

8+

= 14

8 + 6 = 14
Peyton needs 6 more cubes to finish measuring her ribbon.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

G R A D E 1 | M O D U LE 3 | TO PI C C | LE S S O N S 7– 9

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Encourage your child to explain his math drawing when solving word problems. For example,
“I know that Mona’s hair grew 7 centimeters, so I used my centimeter cubes to make a box that
is 7 centimeters long. Claire’s hair grew 15 centimeters, so I knew that box would be longer than
the one I drew for Mona’s hair.”
▪▪ Help your child stay sharp with addition and subtraction skills up to 20. Starting at zero,
partners take turns rolling a die, adding the number on the die to the total, and stating the
addition number sentence. For example, Partner A rolls 6 and says, “0 + 6 = 6.” Partner B rolls
3 and says, “6 + 3 = 9.” Partners continue until they get to 20, without going over. (If the total is
18, for example, partners take turns rolling until someone rolls a 2.) Play a similar game with
subtraction, starting at 20 and subtracting each roll of the die until you reach zero.
▪▪ When solving word problems, encourage your child to draw a box to represent the unknown
= 14; 8 + 6 = 14. The box helps to clarify the misconception that
number, for example, 8 +
the answer always comes after the equal sign.

□

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 10–13

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next week, our math class will learn how to collect data, organize the data in graphs and tables, and
interpret the data.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪

Collect, sort, and organize data, including using tally marks as an efficient counting strategy.

▪▪

Ask and answer questions about data presented in graphs and tables.

▪▪

Create and solve word problems about sets of data.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 12)

A group of 16 students were asked to name their favorite fruit; 7 students named apples, 6 students named
blueberries, and 3 students named melon. Draw squares with no gaps or overlaps to organize the data. Line up
your squares carefully.

1. How many more students named blueberries than melon as their favorite fruit? 3 students
2. Write a number sentence to tell how many students named their favorite fruit. 7 + 6 + 3 = 16
3. Write a number sentence to find how many fewer students named melon than apples as their favorite fruit.
7–3=4
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 3 | TOPIC D | LESSONS 10–13

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪

Help your child stay sharp with addition and subtraction skills up to 20. Starting at zero, take turns rolling
a die, adding the number on the die to the total and stating the addition number sentence. For example, you
roll a 6 and say, “0 + 6 = 6.” Your child rolls a 3 and says, “6 + 3 = 9.” Continue until you get to 20, without
going over. (If the total is 18, for example, you must take turns rolling until someone rolls a 2.) You can play a
similar game with subtraction, starting at 20 and subtracting the number on the die from the total until you
reach zero, without going below zero.

▪▪

Reinforce your child’s place value understanding in preparation for Module 4.
With your child, practice saying numbers the Say Ten way. For example, you say
“43,” and your child says “4 tens 3.”

▪▪

If your child struggles with place value understanding (e.g., recognizing tens and
ones), consider using a visual tool such as a Rekenrek (see image at right), or
drawing a picture or a quick tens and ones representation.

TERMS
Data: A set of facts or information.

MODELS
Graph: A visual representation of data.

Table: A representation of data using rows and columns.

Tally Marks: A quick way of recording numbers in groups of five; used to keep track of results.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 4 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–6

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next week, our math class will learn about numbers up to 40. Building on our work with making a ten
and some ones with numbers 11 through 19, we will now explore numbers comprised of multiple tens and ones
(e.g., 27, 33, 37). We will use linking cubes, our fingers, and dimes and pennies to represent numbers up to 40 in
many ways—from all ones to tens and ones. We will use a place value chart to organize units of tens and ones.
Finally, students will use addition and subtraction to find 1 more, 1 less, 10 more, and 10 less than a given number.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪
▪▪

Use number bonds and place value charts to show tens and ones.
Break apart two-digit numbers into tens and ones.
Add tens and ones to make a two-digit number and write an addition sentence to match; for example, 3 tens
4 ones can be written as 30 + 4 = 34.
Draw quick tens and ones to show a number; then add or subtract 1 or 10. (See Sample Problem.)

SAMPLE PROBLEMS (From Lesson 5)
Draw quick tens and ones to show the number. Then draw 1 more or 10 more, or cross off to show 1 less or
10 less. Write your answer on the line.
1. 1 more than 34 is 35 .

2. 10 more than 17 is 27 .

3. 1 less than 32 is 31 .

4. 10 less than 15 is 5 .

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪
▪▪

▪▪

Play Break Apart Numbers. Set a timer for one minute. Have a race with your child to complete as many
different number bonds for numbers 5 through 9 as possible. When the minute is up, say a matching number
sentence for each bond you completed, for example, 1 + 4 = 5, 5 = 3 + 2, 5 = 5 + 0, and 5 – 1 = 4.
Practice making ten with pennies and dimes. Help your child arrange ten pennies into 5-groups (two rows of
five). Then count the pennies together (e.g., one cent, two cents, three cents) and say out loud, “Ten pennies
is equal to one dime,” as you exchange the 10 pennies for 1 dime. Repeat the process of counting then
exchanging 10 pennies for 1 dime until you have exchanged 40 cents.
To reinforce place value, challenge your child to count from 0 to 120, alternating between the regular way
and the Say Ten way (e.g., 8 tens 9, 90, 9 tens 1, 92, 9 tens 3, 94, 9 tens 5). If your child struggles, consider
using a Rekenrek, if available, for visual support.
For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 4 | TOPIC A | LESSONS 1–6

TERMS
A ten: A group, or unit,
made up of 10 items. In the
beginning of Grade 1, a ten
is represented as a 5-group
column. In Modules 4
through 6, a ten can be
represented as a vertical
line called a quick ten.

Place value: The value of a digit according to its
placement in a number. For example, the 3 in 34 is
in the tens place and has a value of 30 (3 tens).

5-group column

quick ten

Make a ten: A strategy
used to make a unit of ten.
For example, we can think
of 19 + 4 as 19 + 1 + 3.
From there, we can make
the simpler problem 20 + 3.

MODELS
Place Value Chart: A graphic organizer that provides a
column for each unit in a number.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support

Quick Tens and Ones: A math drawing used to
represent tens and ones. A vertical line represents
each ten, and dots represent ones; for example,
27 = 2 tens 7 ones.
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G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C B | L E S S O N S 7–1 0

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will use the comparison symbols greater than (>), less
than (<), and equal to (=) to compare quantities. Students will also compare numbers from left to
right (from the tens place to the ones place). They will use place value understanding to recognize,
for example, that 21 must be greater than 18 since 2 tens have a greater value than 1 ten 8 ones.
Finally, students will hear the story of the alligator whose hungry mouth always opens toward the
greater number.

You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Compare two amounts and determine the greater and lesser of two numbers.
▪▪ Compare two amounts by reading numbers from left to right (from the tens place to the ones
place).
▪▪ Use the symbols >, <, and = to compare amounts and numbers.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 8)

Draw the numbers by using quick tens and ones. Compare the numbers by using phrases from the
word bank to complete the sentence frame.

27

is less than

30

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C B | L E S S O N S 7–1 0

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Choose a number up to 40, and invite your child to add or subtract 10 or 1 to or from that
number. For example, if you say, “39, subtract 10,” your child responds, “29.” You might also
challenge your child to say the matching number sentence, for example, “39 – 10 = 29.”
▪▪ If your child struggles with number comparison, consider using a Rekenrek, drawing a picture,
or counting by tens and ones with dimes and pennies to provide visual support.
▪▪ Play Digit Detective with your child. Write a mystery number up to 40 on a piece of paper, then
turn the paper over to hide the number. Use place value language to provide clues about the
number. For example, you might say, “The digit in the tens place is 1 more than 2. The digit in
the ones place is 1 less than 2. What’s the number?” (31)
TERMS

Comparison symbols: Symbols used to compare amounts, such as greater than (>), less than (<),
and equal to (=).

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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GRADE 1 | MODULE 4 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 11–12

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next couple of days, our math class will learn about adding and subtracting tens.
First, we will use objects and number bonds to add and subtract tens. Students will see that just
as 4 – 3 = 1, 4 tens – 3 tens = 1 ten. Then we will add tens to numbers less
than 40, for example, 18 + 20 = 38. In doing so, we will notice that the number
of ones (8 ones) does not change. Students will also use the arrow way to
model addition and subtraction with tens. (See image at right.)
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Draw number bonds and quick tens to add and subtract tens.
▪▪ Draw number bonds and quick tens to add tens to a two-digit number, and then complete place
value charts and number sentences.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 12)

Draw quick tens and ones to solve. Complete the place value chart, number bond, and number
sentence to match.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

GRADE 1 | MODULE 4 | TOPIC C | LESSONS 11–12

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ With your child, practice adding and subtracting tens up to 40. You say an addition or
subtraction expression with tens, up to 40 (e.g., 10 + 30). Your child says the answer. (40) If your
child is comfortable with this skill, consider adding and subtracting tens and ones (e.g., 20 + 3,
3 + 30, or 20 + 13). Alternate roles to allow your child to lead in creating expressions.
▪▪ Challenge your child to count by tens with coins. Gather ten dimes and six pennies. Lay some
of the dimes on a table, adding or removing dimes as you direct your child to count forward or
backward by tens up to 100. Next, lay out three pennies along with the dimes. Add or remove
dimes as you direct your child to count by tens, starting at 3 (3, 13, 23, ...). Repeat this activity,
using different numbers of pennies to have your child start counting from different numbers.
Switch roles and let your child lead you in counting as well.
▪▪ Play Number Bond Addition and Subtraction. Create a number bond with a whole number
between 0 and 10 but with one missing part. Ask your child to fill in the missing part and then to
write an addition and a subtraction number sentence to match the number bond.

MODELS

Arrow Way (Arrow Notation): A simplifying strategy that allows students to record their
mental math. This strategy is often used for getting to a “friendly” number that is easy to work
with, such as a ten or a hundred.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C D | L E S S O N S 1 3–1 8

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will learn about addition up to 40. We will add one-digit and
two-digit numbers by using familiar strategies, such as counting on. We will also apply the make
ten strategy. For example, when adding 28 + 5, students use a number bond to break 5 into 2 and 3.
They add 28 and 2 to make the next ten (30, or 3 tens). Finally, they add 3 to 30 to make 33.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Solve addition problems by drawing quick tens, ones, and number bonds to
make a ten (20, 30, 40, etc.). For example, draw quick tens and ones to solve
29 + 5 = 34. (See image at right.)
▪▪ Use simpler problems, such as 8 + 4, to solve more difficult problems, such
as 18 + 4 and 28 + 4.
▪▪ Use quick tens or a number bond to add ones and ones or tens and tens in
problems such as 7 + 26 or 20 + 16.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 14)

Make a number bond to solve. Show your thinking with number sentences or the arrow way.
Complete the place value chart with your answer.
Number bond:

Place value chart:

Number sentences:
28 + 2 = 30
30 + 5 = 35

The arrow way:
+2

+5

28 → 30 → 35

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C D | L E S S O N S 1 3–1 8

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Write all practice problems horizontally to encourage your child to use mental strategies to
solve.
▪▪ Working together, see how many different strategies you and your child can use to solve the
same problem. For example, which strategies can you use to solve 18 + 4, 25 + 7, and 6 + 27
(number bond, arrow way, etc.)?
▪▪ Play Add Tens Finger Flash. With your fingers, flash a number (e.g., 6), and then call out a
number of tens to add to that number (e.g., “Add 2 tens.”). Your child says the number. (26)
Then switch roles.

For more resources, visit
» Eureka.support
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G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C E | L E S S O N S 1 9 –22

KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will solve word problems involving numbers up to 20. We
will use the RDW process and tape diagrams to model and solve word problems. In class, we will
share strategies for drawing a tape diagram when a part is unknown.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Use a tape diagram to model word problems with an unknown total or part.
▪▪ Use addition or subtraction to solve word problems.
▪▪ Create a word problem to match a given tape diagram.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 21)

Peyton lined up 12 centimeter cubes along the edge of her book to measure its length. That wasn’t
enough, so she added more cubes. If her book is 16 centimeters long, how many cubes did Peyton
have to add?
Total

At first
12 + ? = 16
12 + 4 = 16

More
16 – 12 = ?
16 – 12 = 4

Peyton added 4 centimeter cubes.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support

G R A D E 1 | M O D U L E 4 | TO P I C E | L E S S O N S 1 9 –22

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Encourage your child to visualize story problems. Ask, “What can you draw to represent this
story? What can you tell by looking at your drawing?” If needed, invite your child to act out the
story by using simple objects such as action figures or pennies.
▪▪ Read challenging story problems aloud to your child. Doing so allows your child to concentrate
on visualizing the story content without focusing on the demands of reading the text.
▪▪ Look for and share real-world situations as story problems. For instance, when shopping in the
grocery store, you might say, “We are buying 12 apples. I see that 4 are green and the rest are
red. How many red apples are we buying?”
MODELS

Tape Diagram: A problem-solving model that helps students see the relationships between
quantities. The example below represents the following problem: 9 dogs were playing at the park.
More dogs came to the park. Then there were 11 dogs. How many more dogs came to the park?

9 + ? = 11
Two more dogs came to the park.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will add tens and ones to two-digit numbers. We will learn
two strategies to make adding two-digit numbers easier. Using the first strategy, we will break
a number into tens and ones so we can add the tens first and then the ones. Using the second
strategy, called make a ten, we will break a number apart to make the next ten before adding the
remaining part. (See Sample Problem.)
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Name numbers in various ways by using units of tens and ones. For example, 16 can be 1 ten
6 ones or 16 ones.
▪▪ Use number bonds and number sentences to model adding two-digit numbers in two steps:
adding the tens first and then adding the ones.
▪▪ Use number bonds and number sentences to model adding two-digit numbers in two steps:
making the next ten first and then adding the remaining part.
▪▪ Use quick tens and ones, number bonds, or the arrow way to record strategies for adding
two-digit numbers.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 26)

Solve by using number bonds and the add tens or make a ten strategy.
19 + 13 = 32
Adding tens first:

Adding to make a ten first:

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ If your child needs additional support to solve a problem, invite him to draw quick tens and
ones or use counters (pennies, beans, etc.) to visualize the problem. Help your child connect his
work with drawings or counters to written number bonds and number sentences. For instance,
if your child drew 19 and then began drawing 13 (to add 19 + 13), you can say, “Let’s add ten
first! And then how many more will you add? Yes, 3.”
▪▪ Play Take Out 1 or 2: Call out a variety of one- and two-digit numbers. Challenge your child
to take out 1 from each number and identify the two number parts created. For instance, you
say, “6.” Your child says, “1 and 5.” You say, “18.” Your child says, “1 and 17.” After a few rounds,
repeat the activity, but have your child take out 2 from each number.
▪▪ Play Get to 10 or 20: Arrange 1 to 10 pennies in 5-group formation (rows of five). Ask your
child to identify the amount of money shown (e.g., 9 cents). Then, challenge her to provide the
addition sentence to get to 10 cents (e.g., 9 cents + 1 cent = 10 cents). After a few rounds, add
a dime to the pennies and play Get to 20. Ask your child to identify the amount shown (e.g.,
19 cents or 9 cents + 10 cents = 19 cents). Again, challenge your child to provide the addition
sentence to get to 20 (e.g., 19 cents + 1 cent = 20 cents). Encourage her to use a variety of unit
words (e.g., pennies, cents, ones, dimes, tens) as you play more rounds. For example, 1 dime and
9 pennies is 19 cents or 1 ten and 9 ones is 19 ones.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next few days, our math class will explore the attributes, or characteristics, of shapes. We will learn
the names and attributes of the following two-dimensional shapes: circle, triangle, rectangle, square,
hexagon, trapezoid, and rhombus. We will learn to describe two-dimensional shapes based on attributes of
sides and corners. We will also learn the names and attributes of the following three-dimensional shapes:
sphere, cube, cylinder, cone, and rectangular prism.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪

Identify and draw a shape according to the attributes of its sides and corners.

▪▪

Name shapes and list their attributes, or name a common attribute that describes shapes in a group.

▪▪

In a group of shapes, identify the shape that does not share the same attributes as the other shapes and
explain why.

▪▪

Find and list three-dimensional shapes in the home.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 1)

Circle the shapes that have only square corners.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪

Play Spot the Shape: With your child, see who can spot the most two-dimensional and three-dimensional
shapes. You can play this game at home or during a trip around town. Challenge your child to describe the
attributes that define the shape as she names it. For example, if your child sees a cube, she might say, “I see a
cube! It has 6 square faces and 8 corners!”

▪▪

Play Guess My Shape: Ask your child to guess a shape you are imagining by asking yes or no questions. For
example, he might ask, “Does it have square corners?” or “Does it have any faces?” or “Does it have four
sides?”

▪▪

Play Draw that Shape: Name a two-dimensional shape (circle, triangle, square, rectangle, hexagon, rhombus,
or trapezoid) for your child to draw. Then ask her to list the attributes of the shape she drew.

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support
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TERMS
Attributes: Characteristics of an object such as its color or the number of its sides.
Face: A two-dimensional surface of a three-dimensional solid.
Hexagon: Flat, closed figure with six straight sides.
Rectangle: Flat, closed figure with four straight sides that form
right angles (square corners) where they meet.
Rhombus: Flat, closed figure with two pairs of straight, parallel,
opposite sides. All four sides are the same length.
Square: A rectangle with four sides of the same length; this attribute makes a square a special rhombus as well
as a special rectangle.
Square corners: Sides that form 90 degree, or right, angles. In Grade 1, students use a square, or the square
corner of another object, to determine whether a shape has this type of angle.
Three-dimensional shape: An object that has depth, height, and width such as a cube, rectangular prism,
cylinder, sphere, or cone.
Trapezoid: Flat, closed figure with four straight sides and at least one pair of opposite sides that are parallel.
Triangle: Flat, closed figure with three straight sides.
Two-dimensional shape: A flat shape with no depth. Examples include a circle, triangle, rectangle, square,
hexagon, or trapezoid.
NOTE: Parallel is a term used in Grade 2 to describe opposite sides of a parallelogram. For example, “These
sides are parallel because if they kept on going, they’d never intersect!”
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will explore part–whole relationships with shapes. Just
as students have learned that numbers can be made of smaller parts, they will see that shapes
can be broken into smaller parts as well. We will learn to find and name smaller shapes within a
larger shape. We will also learn to use positional words (e.g., left, right, on top of) as another way to
describe how to make larger shapes with smaller shapes.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Use specific shapes to create a given larger shape; for example, use two squares to create a
rectangle.
▪▪ Count the number of small squares within an image of a larger square.
▪▪ Create a structure by using three-dimensional objects found around the home.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 4)

Use pattern block shapes to create a larger shape. Trace or draw to show what you did.
Use 3 triangles to make 1 trapezoid.

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ With your child, look for and name shapes you find within larger shapes around the home and
around town. For example, a rectangular window may contain six or nine smaller squares, or
the pattern on a rug may contain a rhombus created from two triangles.
▪▪ Model math vocabulary and positional words while playing with building blocks with your
child. Encourage your child to describe her creations or her blocks by using shape names
(e.g., cube), attributes (e.g., six square faces), and positional words (e.g., on top of).
▪▪ Build shapes, animals, designs, or anything else your child desires with the tangram pieces
from the Lesson 4 Homework, allowing him to use his creativity and new knowledge about
shapes. As he places a piece, ask him to tell you about it, naming the shape (e.g., triangle) and its
attributes (three corners and three sides).
MODELS

Tangram: A geometric puzzle consisting of a square cut into seven shapes that can be arranged to
make various other shapes.

For more resources, visit
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will explore equal
parts. We will learn to look at the differences between shapes
made from equal parts and shapes made from unequal parts.
(See image at right.) Next, we will look at partitioned circles
and rectangles and name their equal parts as either halves or
quarters. Finally, we will compare halves and quarters of the
same-sized whole and realize that as we break apart a whole
into more equal shares, we create smaller and smaller units.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Identify shapes made from equal parts and count the number of equal parts.
▪▪ Draw lines to break a shape into equal parts and name the smaller shapes (e.g., break a rectangle
into two equal parts and identify the parts as squares).
▪▪ Use the terms halves, quarters, and fourths.
▪▪ Compare different-sized parts of a shape (e.g., one quarter of the circle is smaller than one half
of the same circle).
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 9)

Color part of the shape to match its label. Circle the phrase that makes the statement true.
One half of the circle

is larger than

one quarter of the circle.

is smaller than
is the same size

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Look for shapes or objects made from parts and ask your child to determine whether they
are equal parts or unequal parts. For example, when cutting sandwiches, intentionally cut 2
unequal parts to discuss why the 2 pieces are not called halves. Ask your child how you could
have cut the sandwich to make equal parts.
▪▪ Explore halves and fourths (quarters) in paper crafts, particularly when folding or cutting. Ask
your child, “How can we fold the paper to make sure our four parts will be equal? How can we
fold the paper to ensure we have halves and not just two parts?”
▪▪ Explore equal parts with objects as well. Give your child a number of equally sized objects
(e.g., 12 lima beans or 10 pennies) and ask her to show you how many different ways she can
break the set of objects into equal parts. For example, when working with 8 beans, your child
may make 2 equal parts by making 2 piles of 4 beans.
TERMS

Halves: When a whole is divided into two equal parts, the parts are halves.
Quarters or Fourths: When a whole is divided into four equal parts, the parts are quarters or
fourths.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will learn to tell time to the hour and half hour by using
digital and analog clocks. We will learn that 12:30, for example, is called both twelve thirty and
half past twelve.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Match an analog clock with a given time and/or with a digital clock showing the same time.
▪▪ Identify the analog or digital clock that correctly shows a given time.
▪▪ Draw the hour hand and minute hand on an analog clock to match a given time.
▪▪ Write the time in either digital (e.g., 5:30) or word form (five thirty).
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 11)

Write the time on the line under the clock.

12:30 or half past twelve
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Encourage your child to use an analog clock at home. Consider covering digital clocks to
reinforce practice with the analog clock.
▪▪ Set particular routines such as bedtime, dinner, or homework time to the hour and half hour so
your child can notice and tell time to the hour and half hour. For example, challenge your child
to consider what time it will be at the end of his one-hour sports practice or half-hour TV show.
▪▪ When given the opportunity, talk to your child about time. For example, you might say, “You
have 10 minutes until we have to leave,” or “Let’s look at the clock. It will take us half an hour to
get to the zoo.”
TERMS

Half past: An expression for 30 minutes after a given hour. For example, 12:30 is half past twelve.
MODELS

Analog Clock: A clock or watch that displays time by the positions of the hour and minute hands.

Digital Clock: A clock or watch that displays the time with digital numbers.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will solve comparison word problems. We will learn how
to use a double tape diagram to compare two sets of items. We will discuss ways to represent more
and fewer when drawing tape diagrams. Then, we will use our drawings to help us solve different
types of comparison problems.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Model comparison word problems by using tape diagrams or double tape diagrams with labels
to represent each set of items.
▪▪ Solve comparison word problems after discussing and drawing to make sense of the problems.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 2)

Ben solved 6 math problems. Robin solved 4 more problems than Ben. How many problems did
Robin solve?

6+4=10
Robin solved 10 math problems.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Help your child visualize number stories by reading some word problems aloud.
▪▪ Solving word problems with the word fewer can be challenging. As your child reads problems of
this type, guide her to determine who has more and who has fewer before solving each problem.
Establishing this before solving will help your child understand how to draw a tape diagram and
think through the problem.
▪▪ Notice and share real-life comparison story problems. For example, you might say, “We have
10 cups. I noticed we have 4 fewer mugs than cups. How many mugs do we have?” OR “I see
we have 10 spoons in the drawer. There are 2 more spoons than forks. How many forks do we
have?” Challenge your child to visualize and work through each problem before counting how
many to check his answer.
MODELS

Tape Diagram: A problem-solving model that helps students see the relationships between
quantities. For example, 9 dogs were playing at the park. Some more dogs came to the park. Then
there were 11 dogs. How many more dogs came to the park?

NOTE: Students may also draw double tape diagrams. (See Sample Problem.)
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW
During the next week, our math class will explore numbers to 120. We will learn to count and write numbers to
120. We will identify numbers by using both the standard form (e.g., 118) and the unit form of tens and ones (e.g.,
11 tens 8 ones). We will use the symbols >, <, and = to compare numbers and identify 10 more, 10 less, 1 more,
and 1 less than a two-digit number.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪

Use a place value chart or number bond to record, match, or name a quantity in tens and ones.

▪▪

Write addition sentences that combine tens and ones.

▪▪

Show 10 more, 10 less, 1 more, and 1 less than a given number.

▪▪

Use words or comparison symbols (>, <, =) to compare numbers in different forms (e.g., 1 ten 9 ones > 17).

▪▪

Complete counting sequences to 120.

SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 3)

Write the tens and ones. Complete the statement.

There are 116 beans.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.

HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME
▪▪

Play Coin Drop. Ask your child to put 5 dimes into a can or cup. Discuss how 5 dimes equal 50 cents. Drop
pennies and dimes into the can one at a time and ask your child to state the new total amount of money, in
cents, after you drop in each coin. Encourage your child to use full sentences such as, “1 cent more than
50 cents is 51 cents” or “10 cents more than 50 cents is 60 cents.” To increase the challenge, go faster or
alternate between adding and removing coins from the can.

▪▪

Play Happy Counting with numbers 78 through 120. Begin at 78 and ask your child to count up when you
point up, stop when you make a fist, and count down when you point down. Switch roles with your child.
For an added challenge, alternate between regular counting (e.g., 20, 21, 22) and Say Ten counting (2 tens,
2 tens 1, 2 tens 2).

For more resources, visit » Eureka.support
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TERMS
Comparison symbols (>, <, =): Mathematical symbols that represent greater than, less than, and equal to,
respectively.
Sequence: A list of numbers or objects in a particular order.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will apply place value understanding to add numbers up to
100. We will learn to add and subtract multiples of 10 (e.g., 20, 30, 40). We will add sets of two-digit
numbers by using place value strategies such as adding tens first or making the next ten.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Use number sentences, number bonds, or drawings to add or subtract multiples of 10 to or from
multiples of 10.
▪▪ Add multiples of 10 to two-digit numbers (e.g., 54 + 40).
▪▪ Add pairs of two-digit numbers by using different strategies (e.g., adding tens first, making the
next ten first, drawing quick tens and ones, or adding ones to ones and tens to tens).
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 14)

Solve and show your work.
46 + 28 = 74
Adding tens first and then adding the ones:

Adding to make the next ten first and then
adding the remaining part:

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Give your child a number. Have her take out 1 and identify the two parts created. For example,
if you say “4,” your child would say “1 and 3.” Continue the activity with related numbers (e.g.,
14, 74, 24, 54). When your child is comfortable with taking out 1, have her try taking out 2, 3, and
then 4.

▪▪ Challenge your child to solve sequences of math problems that follow a pattern, starting with a
problem your child can solve easily. For example, if you start with 5 + 2, you can continue with
15 + 2, 25 + 2, and 35 + 2. Ask your child to tell you what he noticed about the math problems.
How did knowing 5 + 2 help with the other problems?

For more resources, visit
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will discuss and share the various place value strategies
we use when adding within 100. Students will learn to explain their work by using math language
such as tens, ones, bundling, and making a ten. Students will compare methods, noticing the way
place value is used across multiple strategies.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Add pairs of two-digit numbers by using any method or strategy.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 19)

Use the strategy you prefer to solve 58 + 37.
NOTE: Three possible strategies are shown.
Pictorially

Vertical Form

Number Bond

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Encourage your child to explain her thinking for one or two of the homework problems. This is
an opportunity to practice place value vocabulary.
▪▪ If your child is unsure of how to begin his homework, remind him of his strategy work on
previous assignments. Celebrate successes with whichever strategy your child chooses to use,
whether quick tens and ones or a more complex strategy. Remind him of how much he has
learned since the beginning of the year.
▪▪ If you think your child is relying too much on one particular strategy, encourage her to complete
the same problem in two ways, first with the strategy with which she feels most confident and
then with a strategy she is still mastering. Alternatively, challenge her to use the same strategy
no more than two times per page of homework.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next week, our math class will learn to recognize the penny, nickel, dime, and quarter
(the four most widely circulated U.S. coins) and to state the value of each coin. We will use the
coins to reinforce place value understanding.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Match each coin with its front view, back view, name, and value.
▪▪ Identify the number of pennies needed to show the value of a dime or a nickel.
▪▪ Show values up to 25 cents in more than one way.
▪▪ Solve simple addition and subtraction sentences within 20 and match the sentences with coin
values.
▪▪ Add pennies to show counting on from a given coin or value.
▪▪ Recognize that the values of dimes and pennies are further representations of tens and ones.
Use the coins in a place value chart to represent numbers.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 21)

Use the word bank to label the coins.

a.

quarters

b.

pennies

c.

dimes

d.

nickels

Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Use coins with your child as much as possible. Spend time noticing the attributes of each coin.
Which coins have smooth edges? Which coins have ridges on the edges? Where is the value of
each coin written? What symbols appear on the coins, and what is the meaning of each symbol?
▪▪ Start a special coin collection! Consider collecting quarters from each state. Look for coins
minted in years that are special to your family. Continually use the names and values of the
coins as you build the collection.
▪▪ Use small circular stickers to reinforce the value of each coin. Choose a few coins. Have your
child write the values of the coins on stickers and then place a sticker on either side of each
coin. For example if you choose a dime, your child will write “10 cents” on two round stickers
and place the stickers on both sides of the dime.
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will continue to strengthen our strategies for solving
word problems. We will learn to distinguish comparison problems from other types of word
problems. We will use reading, drawing, and discussion as strategies for making sense of each
problem. Students will visualize word problems by using tape diagrams and the questioning and
modeling techniques they have learned this year.
You can expect to see homework that asks your child to do the following:
▪▪ Model and solve word problems by using labeled tape diagrams or double tape diagrams to
represent the sets being compared.
▪▪ Make sense of various types of word problems and use the RDW process to solve.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 25)

Shanika went down the slide 15 times. She slid down 3 more times than Fran did. How many times
did Fran go down the slide?

15 – 3 = 12
Fran went down the slide 12 times.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Read word problems aloud for your child so he can concentrate on visualizing the story.
▪▪ Solving word problems with the word fewer can be challenging for some children. When your
child is solving problems of this type, always focus on the question “Who has more?” For
example, after reading the problem but before solving, have your child tell you who has fewer
and who has more. Establishing this before solving will help your child accurately draw the tape
diagrams and carefully think through the solution.
▪▪ Notice and share real-world comparison story problems that occur at home or in other settings.
For example, you might say, “We have 10 cups. I noticed we have 4 fewer mugs than cups. How
many mugs do we have?”
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KEY CONCEPT OVERVIEW

During the next few days, our math class will celebrate the culmination of our math learning this
year. We will take time to appreciate how much we have grown throughout the year and to practice
the activities that have helped us the most.
You can expect to see homework and a summer activity packet that asks your child to do the
following:
▪▪ Continue to practice increasing and decreasing counting activities with a family member.
▪▪ Play addition and subtraction games with dice and cards.
▪▪ Engage in real-world measurement and graphing activities.
SAMPLE PROBLEM

(From Lesson 28)

Teach a family member your favorite math game from our fluency celebration. Describe what it
was like to teach the game. Was it easy? Hard? Why?
Possible answer: I taught my mom to play Missing Part: Make Ten. I am used to learning
how to play the math games from my teacher and then playing them with my friends.
Teaching my mom was fun, but it was a little hard. Even though I know how to play the
game, I sometimes forgot to explain some of the important parts to her.
Additional sample problems with detailed answer steps are found in the Eureka Math Homework Helpers books. Learn more at GreatMinds.org.
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HOW YOU CAN HELP AT HOME

▪▪ Continue integrating math language and activities throughout the summer, using new ideas
from the summer math packet as well as the suggestions made throughout the school year.
▪▪ Celebrate the progress your child has made in math this year. Encourage him to tell you about
topics that may have been challenging for him at the beginning of the year and to describe the
strategies he learned to master them.
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